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Introduction
Forecasting and early warning systems are important investments to protect lives, properties and
livelihood. Forecasts and warnings normally focus
on physical event characteristics, such as magnitude, spatial extent, and duration of the impending
event.
However, users frequently express the request
to be able to compare these forecast events with
those that occurred in the past, in particular those
that have marked the memory. Will the next storm
be more violent than the previous one, more extensive than the last historic storm? In other words, is
it possible to "situate" the predicted event in the
"climatology" of past events, allowing everyone
to understand the issues in relation to known and
shared references?
This article aims to describe this "new" way of
presenting the forecast. It focuses on two types of
high-impact events: Atlantic storms and Mediterranean Heavy Precipitation Events (HPE).

Storms
Storms, associated with very mobile low pressure
systems in the Atlantic, or quasi-stationary ones in
the Mediterranean, are among the climatic extremes with the most serious consequences for our
societies. Due to the combination of their effects
(strong winds, wave action and marine submersion, intense rains) and the spatial extension of
the affected areas, the damage caused is frequently significant, both in terms of human lives
and economic or environmental costs. The Lothar and Martin storms of December 1999 alone
caused 92 victims in mainland France and more
than 15 billion euros in damage (source: prim.
net). Storm Xynthia in February 2010 severely affected several regions including the Atlantic coast
and led to changes in risk prevention in that area.
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The repeated storms of winter 2014 or those of
winter 2017, including storm Zeus in spring, reminded us in France, and other countries of northern Europe, of our vulnerability to these types of
events and the difficulties in protecting ourselves
against them, despite the increasing performance
of weather forecasts. In Europe several National Meteorological Services (NMS) provide warnings to help mitigate these vulnerabilities. Wind
warnings are often based on thresholds of wind
speed and gusts, in France these are issued on
a vigilance level. These thresholds differ among
the NMS, as do the lead times that range between
one and several days ahead. There is an argument for a unified European warning system to aid
mutual understanding.
Several approaches have been developed to estimate the impacts associated with extratropical
windstorms (Klawa & Ulbrich, 2003; Welker et
al., 2016). Impact models are typically based on
empirical data. They relate the impact to the peak
wind or wind gusts during the passage of a storm
but may include other meteorological factors such
as storm duration. These models are commonly
applied to station observations, reanalysis data
sets, or climate model data.
Klawa and Ulbrich (2003) introduced the storm
severity index (SSI), a popular insurance industry socioeconomic loss model. It is based on the
cubed wind gusts (V3) to account for the wind's
destructive power and uses only values exceeding
the local 98th percentile. This threshold was found
to account for the local vulnerability of infrastructure and buildings to wind gusts. Although impact
models have been widely applied to long data sets
for the past and future from reanalysis and climate
model projections, they have rarely been combined with Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
models to create impact forecasts. However, a
few recent studies have emphasized the potential

of this approach. Based on a 20-year homogeneous data set of ensemble forecasts, Pantillon
et al. (2017) showed that the SSI of severe European windstorms can be predicted with confidence
up to 2–4 days in advance.

Mediterranean Floods
Disastrous flash-floods are much more frequent in
some parts of the Mediterranean region than in the
rest of Europe (Llassat et al., 2010). The nature
of the relief surrounding the warm Mediterranean
Sea makes the areas near the coast particularly
prone to active orographically enhanced convective features. In addition, population growth is particularly high along the Mediterranean coasts, leading to a rapid increase in urban settlements and
populations exposed to flooding.
An example of the orographic forcing by the relief is the phenomenon observed regularly in the
Cévennes. The relief of the Cévennes slopes quite
steeply from the interior down to the sea. When
a sea breeze (S-SE winds), establishes itself
from the Mediterranean towards the Cévennes, it
brings a mass of hot and humid air, which, when
lifted by the relief, cools and condenses a large
part of the high available water content. The resulting persistent rains on the exposed slopes of the
Cévennes relief can last for several consecutive
days and the depth of water collected becomes
considerable in cumulative value, even if the intensity of the rains remains moderate during the
episode (Figure 1).
The flood regimes and the types of dominant flood
generating rainfall events vary significantly along
the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea (Llasat,
2016). Damaging floods are mainly produced by:
• Short-lived (often less than 1 hour) strongly
convective intense precipitation events (up to 180
mm/h in only 5 minutes) but limited total rainfall
amounts (generally less than 100 mm). Such
events have a limited areal extent (typically less
than 100 km²). A typical example of such flash
floods is the catastrophic flood that occurred in Algiers in November 2001.
• Mesoscale convective systems can produce stationary rain lasting several hours leading to rainfall amounts exceeding 200 mm in a few hours. In
France, up to 700 mm of rainfall within 12 hours
was locally recorded during floods in the Aude region in November 1999 and in the Gard region in
September 2002. The areal extent of such events

▲ Figure 1: The map shows the number of cases where more

than 200 mm of water were measured in 24 hours, at the
department level (French administrative unit). Of course,
there is a clear preponderance of Cévennes relief areas (Some
sub-regions of the Mediterranean area, Liguria, CévennesVivarais, appear to be exposed to floods whose magnitudes
are comparable to world records). On the other hand, it is
observed that heavy precipitation over short periods of time
can occur outside and even far away from this area.

ranges from several hundred to several thousand
km². These events mainly occur in autumn and affect the north-western coast of the Mediterranean
Sea. The flash floods that occurred in the Var region of France in June 2010 belong to this category.
• On some occasions, heavy and sustained rainfall may be part of a large scale perturbation lasting several days. In such cases, extreme rainfall
accumulation may be observed locally: 1,500 mm
over four days and a record of close to 1,000 mm
in 24 hours in October 1940 in the eastern Pyrenees in France (Sources http://pluiesextremes.
meteo.fr). These events cover a large area.
The elaboration of products contributing to the
understanding of extreme hydro-meteorological
phenomena and methods for prevention and reduction of risk adapted for use by forecasters is
introduced here.
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Identification and characterization
of Storms at mid-latitudes
One of the difficulties stems from the lack of a reference database of past historical storms with which
to a) qualify recent storm events to and b) quantify
a territory’s exposure to hazard.
The ANTHEMIS action (Analyse des Tempêtes
Historiques Et Mise en ligne sur un Site internet)
carried out at Météo-France from 2012 to 2016
(Soubeyroux et al., 2014) aimed to consolidate
and enrich all the information available on storms
in mainland France and share them on a website
open to the public from December 2016 (tempetes.
meteofrance.fr). This site is based in particular on
the application of a new method of spatialization
of the gusts from a geo-statistical approach combining anemometric observations and a regression
model established on the parameters of the relief
and the analyses of the AROME fine-mesh NWP.
A model reanalyses of AROME was carried out on
a daily time step between 2000 and 2009, as well
as on the stormy days identified between 1980 and
1999, and has thus made it possible to analyse
more than 300 storm events in France since 1980
and to characterize them using different severity indicators applicable at any scale: national, regional,
departmental and local. The advantage of this tool

and this database is also its availability in real time
for the characterization and qualification of events.
Storm severity indices are also defined to characterize the destructive power of events and to be able
to compare them with each other. The Storm Severity Index (SSI) (Pinto et al., 2012) has the advantage of being calculable at hourly time steps and at
all spatial scales:
SSI= Σ A ΣD V3
where V is the maximum local hourly speed of the
storm wind (V = 0 if V <100 km / h or V < percentile
98), A is the surface of the storm, and D the duration of the storm. The SSI index allows to characterize the severity of an event.
Another index called SSIs and derived from the
SSI index was also defined to globally estimate the
severity of a storm without taking into account its
duration, which is not always known. It is based exclusively on the relative surfaces (expressed in %)
of areas affected by gusts greater than 100, 120,
140 and 160 km/h:
SSIs=(S160*1603+(S140-S160)*1403+
(S120-S140)*1203+(S100-S120)*1003)/1603
where S160 is the surface affected during the storm
by winds above 160 km/h (and so on for S140,



▲ Figure 2: Severity of the 40 stronger storms over France from 1980 to June 2017 according to the SSIs index.
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S120, S100). The index is bounded between 0
and 100, and represents the percentage of the
territory affected by winds having a destructive
power equivalent to that of a wind of 160 km/h.
The correlation with the SSI index over the period after 1995 is 0.94, also confirming the good
consistency of these two definitions. This index
will be used in the rest of this article.
A storm event is qualified as :
Exceptional, for an SSIs index greater than 12
Strong, for an SSIs index between 4 and 12
Moderate, for an SSIs index less than 4
Figure 2 presents the 40 most severe storms observed in France since 1980 with the SSIs index,
unsurprisingly placing Lothar and Martin in the first
two places while Xynthia ranks 7th.

We obtained a list of 17 events from 1997 onwards. A classification of these events was defined
with the forecasters according to three criteria
explaining the damage caused by the floods (surface, total accumulation and intensity). The intensity index considers the product of rainfall intensity
over 3 periods: 1h (RR1), 3h (RR3), 6 h (RR6) with
the following formula:
Intensity index = (RR1*RR3*RR6)1/3
A summary graphic (Figure 3) has been built to
compare all events together. The multi-dimensional representation is based on bubble plots, synthesizing these characteristics in a comprehensible and accessible manner for forecasters and
other stakeholders.

The Storm Severity Index (SSIs) is a tool designed to assist NMS operational forecasters in
maintaining situational awareness of the possible
significance of winter weather related impacts.
It is also intended to enhance communication
to external partners, media and the general public of the expected severity (potential societal
impacts) and its spatial distribution due to winter
weather.

Identification and characterization
of Extreme Mediterranean HPE
The aim of the approach to select extreme events
was to achieve a reduced number of historic Mediterranean HPE where rainfall was more than
150 mm of rainfall in 24 hours. For the construction of this database, we considered the hourly
Météo-France COMEPHORE precipitation data
from 1997 onwards (Tabary, 2007). These data
sets are measurement reanalyses edited by the
Météo-France. They have a 1 km² spatial resolution and consist of radar rainfall measurements,
calibrated to fit the data from surface precipitation
gauges. The criteria taken into account at the 1km
resolution are:
• global data on the event: maximum amount of
rainfall in 24 hours and the surface area (km²) of
the event above the 150 mm threshold.
• maximum of rainfall intensity on several time
steps: 1h, 3h and 6h

▲ Figure 3: “Bubble” representation of the precipitation

extreme events in the Mediterranean France in terms of
amount of precipitation in 24 hours (X axis), intensity (Y axis)
and surface affected (size of the bubble). The date of each
event is indicated on the bubble. A colour code is used for
each Mediterranean regions (light blue = Gard, dark blue =
Alpes maritimes, red = Corse, orange = Hérault, dark green =
Var, light green = Aude, Cyan = Cévenol.

Overlaying the forecasts onto
historical plots
Here, we intend to propose an original graphical
representation of both observed (as previously defined) and forecast events, in their multi-dimensional aspects. Uncertainty is taken into account with
a multi-model and ensemble approach.
The SSIs and intensity index (previously described), amount of rainfall in 24 hours and the surface
possibly affected (km²) of a forecast event (above
the 150 mm threshold), are calculated with both
The European Forecaster
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AROME-France and AROME-IFS deterministic
models, and each of the 16 individual members
of the convection-permitting ensemble prediction
system (EPS) (PEARO).
• AROME-France is a small scale NWP model,
operational at Météo-France since 2008. The current operational configuration is run with a 1.3 km
horizontal resolution and 90 vertical levels and the
analysis step is performed with an hourly 3D-Var
scheme that assimilates a comprehensive set of
observations (Brousseau et al., 2016). AROMEFrance uses the French global model ARPEGE
forecasts as boundary conditions. AROME was
designed to improve short range forecasts of severe events such as intense Mediterranean HPE,
severe storms, fog, urban heat during heat waves.
• AROME-IFS performs a dynamical adaptation of
the global European model IFS.

AROME-France, with a synoptical context leading
to an enabling environment (Figure 4, 5 and 6).
The first Mediterranean episodes of the season can
be very destructive in September and anticipating
them is always a delicate challenge.

▲ Figure 4: Synoptical context. Cyclonic south-westerly flow

in altitude with a tropopause-anomaly on the left. Warm air
in the lower levels, with south-easterly Mediterranean flow
converging, on the right.

• To complement the AROME deterministic forecasts, an EPS based on the AROME-France model (PEARO) has been running pre-operationally
at Météo-France since 2016. In its present configuration, PEARO is a 16 member ensemble that is
run with a 2.5 km horizontal resolution and 90 vertical levels to provide Day+1 lead-time forecasts
four times a day, at 3, 9, 15 and 21 H UTC.
Ensemble prediction is helpful in forecasting the
risk of damage due to extreme weather events:
it can be used to attach a level of confidence to a
single deterministic forecast and to estimate the
probability of occurrence of any event. This latter
aspect is particularly important in case of severe
weather events. Several storms and extreme rainfall events were replayed with the PEARO and
AROME model and both systems enable us to
restore the most typical historical Atlantic storms
and extreme HPE in the Mediterranean area.
These multi-model representations, improved by
using four quantiles (Q25, Q50, Q75, Q90) of the
PEARO distribution, allows forecasters to classify
predicted events versus historical episodes.

▲ Figure 5: Satellite-infra-red images; observed on the left,

IFS-forecast 4 days before (84H) on the right with more than
300mm. The very realistic shape, and the strong precipitations
signal, especially rare for a global model, were alarming.
The problem was to estimate the reliability of that scenario
and comunicate on it in a reasonable way.

Examples: 2 Mediterranean HPE,
and 2 Atlantic storms
Mediterranean HPE

▲ Figure 6: AROME-France at 15h suggesting more than

Case Study 1 08/09/2021:
The risk of being impacted by a stationary convective system was identified with several days lead
time by deterministic models, i.e AROME-IFS and

300mm accumulation, strong wind shear, helicity near
500m2/s2, and more than 55mm of precipitable water
content. With the open-data policy, that kind of information
is free to access on the internet. This fact doesn’t facilitate
communication. But most of all it’s not easy for a forecaster
to resist to such a scenario a few hours before the event.
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However the classical deterministic multi-model
approach, mixing 3 successive runs of AROMEIFS, gave on the contrary a decreasing trend signal encouraging forecasters not to follow the
most pessimistic option.
It was decided to warn civil protection of the
possibility of an increase in vigilance level from
orange to red during the night. In fact 130 mm was
reached 200 km away from the zone of concern.
Thus the decision to remain on an orange vigilance was correct. In this case indicators within the
high-resolution-ensembles were of some value
(Figure 7).

▲ Figure 8: Top, synoptical context with a southern flow

advecting high temperatures in the lower levels (sea-surface
temperature around 27°C and wet-bulb potential temperature
around 22°C). No influence from aloft (top right).
Bottom left, infra-red satellite « V » shape (-70 degrees),
on the right nearly 80000 lightning strikes.

▲ Figure 7: historical Mediterranean HPE in colour, EPS-PEARO
runs and quantiles in grey, with the two reference
deterministic runs AROME-France and AROME-IFS in blue
and red. We clearly see a signal given by the ensemble out
of the region occupied by the major Mediterranean HPE.

This “new” experimental tool is a good combination
of both deterministic and probabilistic signals. But
before being accepted by all forecasters, it has to
be tested long enough, with an appropriate pedagogy in place.
Case study 2 14/09/2021 :
The risk of having another a stationary episode
was again identified in the Mediterranean zones
within some deterministic models, a few days after the precedent case (which was judged a false
alarm). (Figure 8).
During the night before the event, high resolution models began to propose alarming precipitation signals of more than 200mm. AROME-

▲ Figure 9: Observation on the left with 276mm in 6H,

anAROME-France (Base Time 00H UTC) on the right forecasting
more than 400mm...

France (Base Time 00H UTC) was giving 400mm
(Figure 9). There was a yellow vigilance in place,
with the option to increase directly to red in the
morning. Remembering the precedent event forecasters hardly trusted in such an extreme scenario. The spread in space, time and intensity was
still very important (Figure 10).
According to the new way of visualising forecasts
versus historical HPE (Figure 11), we could say
that that the subjective probability of occurrence
of an episode close to the historical ones reaches
50%, whereas classical probabilities of having
more than 200mm on a grid point were, like most
of the time, very low between 6 to 13% (i.e. forecast by only one run out of 2).
The European Forecaster
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concerning geographical area vs wind strength
considerations. Please note that more than 50 %
of the ensemble is plotted as a storm. Such a level of probability for extreme events with a sting-jet
phenomenon is a strong signal.

▲ Figure 10: Satellite-Pictures-Forecast, two successive
EPS-PEARO, Base Time 13/09/21-21H UTC on the left,
14/09/21-03H UTC on the right. The « oldest » EPS
is not very useful in terms of localisation and especially
for the risk of occurrence. The latest ensemble shows
a good reliability in terms of occurrence of having a signature
for severe convection: more than 50 % of the runs show it,
on the same geographical zone, with the same shape.
But this most recent EPS was available around 09H,
when the mesoscale convective system was setting up
in the radar and satellite observations (too late then
for anticipation).

▲ Figure 12: on the left mean-sea-level pressure/wind in

altitude/850hpa wet-bulb potential-temperature 21h/forecast of
the IFS run base time 01/10/21-00H UTC, on the right ANASYG
graphical representation valid 02/10/21-00H UTC showing a lefthand position from the jet, a cold frontal fracture, and a warm
front with a T-bone structure.

▲ Figure 13: Deterministic multi-model approach/meansea-level pressure of ARP/IFS/UK/GFS, 72h before the event
on the left, 24h before on the right. The spread is really
important at 72h, less at 24h, with some differences still
existing in position.

▲ Figure 11: The EPS-PEARO 21H UTC signal proposed nearly

half of the runs in the region of the historical HPE, from Q75 to
Q100 and with 2 reference deterministic runs, AROME-France
in blue (in top of diagram with more than 300mm
of intensity) and AROME-IFS in red close to the Q75.

Atlantic storms
The storm “Alex” case study 01/10/2020:
Typical situation illustrating the Shapiro-Keyser
model, with an explosive cyclogenesis leading to a
“sting-jet” phenomenon (Figure 12).
Mixing classical multi-model approach (Figure 13),
ensemble “post-stamps” visualization (not shown)
and the new kind of graphical products designed
for storm severity (Figure 14) enabled the chiefforecaster to build an explanation about uncertainty,
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▲ Figure 14: This diagram shows that the Storm Severity Index

is not very high compared with historical events, mainly
because of the fact that the sting-jet is only concerning a
restricted area. But in terms of intensity of the gusts reaching
more than 130/150 km/h, indicates a red vigilance is required.

The “Aurore” storm case study 20/10/2021:
Another case of very intense cyclogenesis event
was identified (Figure 15, 16, and 17). But instead
of waiting for the latest deterministic model, or even

the latest probabilities from the more recent EPS,
it was found that looking at the trend of successive
ensembles and “new” visualization seems to be
more informative (Figure 18).

▲ Figure 15: Mesoscale structure similar to a coma-cloud developing into a cyclogenesis giving both a narrow band of cold front
and a back-bent warm front, generating two episodes of stormy wind.

◀ Figure 16: The multi-model approach was not

easy to interpret, with IFS/ICON/GFS versus ARP/
UK close to a fifty-fifty signal. The French ARP
global model and AROME-France proposed quite
a large zone with a pressure gradient stronger
and a mean wind of 30 knots whereas IFS
wasn’t so alarming. We were also informed by
E. Cusack, Head of Forecasting Division
Met Éireann, of a scenario giving 158 km/h
on the French coast with the HARMONIE model
09H UTC run.

◀ Figure 17: On the left, 20/10/21-03H UTC-EPS

(IFS) probabilities to exceed the threshold
of 100 km/h for the narrow band of the cold
front, 19H lead-time forecast. On the right, gusts
connected to a back-bent warm front a few hours
later, 22H lead-time forecast. We can see that
these low probabilities are around 10 % for Paris
(green zone), unable to reach 20 % or 30 %
(yellow and orange zones) which are likely
on the coasts. Postage-stamps for gusts
illustrated quite a marked variation in time,
space and intensity.

▲ Figure 18: Three successive ensembles, 3H, 9H and 15H UTC from the left to the right, to visualise the trend of an increasing
signal. Even if we cannot distinguish the contribution due to the surface impacted by the intensity of the wind, it’s clear that during
the day the risk is increasing.
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In terms of action for the vigilance process, it
would have been appropriate to either increase
from orange to red, or, more accurately, to extend
the area impacted by expanding the number of
departments involved. Unfortunately, this did not
occur. In fact, this graphical production, still experimental, wasn’t available at the right moment due
to informatics problems! Maybe next time such an
uncertainty will find a solution with that efficient
new tool, mixing in a convenient way deterministic and ensemble data, compared to historical
events

Conclusions
Severe or high-impact weather events occur on
a wide range of scales in space and time, from
tropical cyclone, extra-tropical cyclone, monsoon,
winter storms and other large-scale systems,
to smaller scale systems such as local severe
storms, orographic precipitation, thunderstorms
and tornados. Ensemble Prediction Systems are a
powerful tool in predicting severe weather events.
For impact-based warnings systems the EPS may
be used to help estimate the probability of weather
hazards when assigning a risk value.
We have thus developed products to classify simulated events versus historical events. For this,
several Atlantic windstorms and Mediterranean
HPE were identified in the period 1997-2020 from
different observations and model re-analysis. The
identification of potentially damaging events was
based on the intensity, duration and spatial distribution. As the range of severity of events was
in good agreement between the real and forecast
events, with realistic SSIs or intensity criteria forecast values. Models can be used to estimate the
severity of a potential event and to characterize
it in relation to historical extreme events. These
new graphic products showed the possibility of
providing guidance in forecasting the occurrence
of severe weather.
Classification methods are an important component of storm and rainfall risk communication. Studies show that people generally have difficulty understanding low probabilities, and that responses
to risk communication can be mediated by the way
they are presented. Besides communicating risk,
storm or rainfall hazard warnings should explain
uncertainty of predictions, adding another layer of
complexity to the interpretation. Several attempts
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to improve storm and Mediterranean HPE risk
communication have been documented, including
proposals for, and the implementation of, alternative forecast graphics.
To conclude on practical aspects of the forecasting
process, through the medium of these new tools:
Forecasting uncertainty is most of the time considered first through a "multi-model" approach, taking into account synoptic and convective scale
model outputs. This subset of model solutions is
often called a poor-man-ensemble. Ensembles
provide plenty of relevant information: not only
classical probabilities, quantiles and meteograms,
but also more subjective visualisations like postage-stamps or spaghetti plots, easy to interpret
by forecasters.
Graphical products comparing both deterministic and ensemble forecasts with historical events
are a powerful tool. Not only for the forecasters,
but also for our users, for instance civil protection agencies. Comparing forecast with historical
events is a way to translate our technical information on uncertainty into memories related to our
clients' practices.
Experience remains crucial for the forecasters to
be convinced themselves. Pedagogy is required
to convince the decisions-makers. The best way
to clarify a complex meteorological situation is
probably to dare sharing our information on uncertainty as clearly as possible for as Seneca said in
his letters to Lucillius XVII (104,26):
« Non quia difficila sunt non audemus, sed quia
non audemus difficilia sunt »
or “not because things are difficult we do not dare,
but because we do not dare, things are difficult”
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